In emission tomographic modalities such as SPECT or PET various regions of the detector space yield different amounts of information about the emission source. 7kis paper develops a framework for exploring the tradeoffs beiween binning the detector space to reduce memory storage (complexi~) and the associated loss in performance for image reconstruction tasks and detection tasks. We use high rate vector quantization theory to establish just how much relevant infornution can be preserved after compression of the emission measurement data. We illustrate our results for one dimensional deconvolution and W O dimensional lesion detection in PET
Introduction
While the framework in this paper is more generally applicable, the goal of this work is to quantify the fundamental tradeoff between performance and memory storage for emission tomography scanners whose measurement domain, e.g., photon count positions on detectors, are binned to a finite number of cells. Our motivation is to explore measurement-space quantization strategies for accelerating image reconstruction when the standard uniform detector binning method, i.e. scalar quantization, is impractical. For example, the Compton Scatter Single Photon Emission Tomography (C-SPECT) scanner being developed at the University of Michigan bas an 8-dimensional measurement space generated by a pair of position, time and energy sensitive detectors [8, 9] . For such high dimensional measnrement space, fine uniform quantization over each measurement axis becomes impractical since the number of bins, i.e. quantization cells, increases exponentially in the number of dimensions [2] . To perform image reconstruction one must compute the transition probabilities p(yJx) for an emission at position x in the image-domain to be detected with attribute y. consisting of position, energy and other attributes of the detected photons. In traditionally binned tomographic reconstruction, this enumeration of p(y1x) over 0-7803-7576-9/02$17.00 0 2002 IEEE N discrete image pixels and M detection bms results in an A t x N system matrix of discretized transition probabilities.
For PET or mechanically collimated SPECT systems, the storage of the system matrix is feasible since the matrix sparsity is high (above 95% in most cases). However, for imaging modalities with non-sparse system matrices (such as C-SPECT), this is a major problem. For a "typical" 2-dimensional C-SPECT problem involving O( lo6) detections and 0(1002) reconsmcted image pixels, the storage requirement for the system matrix can easily be in the range of dozens of gigabytes and in the terabyte range for the intended fully 3-dimensional implementation. An alternative which circumvents this curse of dimensionality is to perform list-mode processing, where the transition probability and associated likelihood function contribution are computed individually for each photon count detected in the continuous (unquantized) detector space [2, 12] . While this avoids the exponential complexity increase encountered by uniform binning strategies, list-mcde reconstruction suffers from a linear complexity increase as a function of the number of counts, which is a major drawback for the new generation of highly sensitive scanners that will acquire many millions of counts over the scan time interval.
In this paper we formulate the detector binning problem in terms of rate constrained vector quantization (VQ). Here the rate of the encoder corresponds to the number of detector bins, i.e., the number of rows of the system matrix, and the vectors correspond to the vector of attributes (p sitions, energy, etc.) of the measured counts. Using a high rate analysis of VQ distortion, we derive asymptotic expressions for the loss in image reconstruction performance and the loss in detection performance for emission tomographic systems as a function of complexity, as measured by the number of cells in the optimal VQ. Using these expressions we trace out tradeoff curves which are used to quantify the loss in performance due to reducing the number of measurement bins. Under some standard assumptions on asymptotic cell shapes, our high rate analysis yields expressions for the optimal point density specifying the concentration of cells which minimizes performance loss. As the asymptotically optimal rate constrained VQ may itself be difficult to im-plement in high dimensions, we also give asymptotic expressions for lattice quantizers which can be used to specify optimal binning in each of the measurement dimensions for a given complexity constraint.
V Q for Emission Tomography
Let 2, E Wk denote a vector of measured attributes, e.g. position, of the i-th detected photon in an emission tomography scanner. The sequence of attributes {yi}i detected over a certain time period correspond to a spatial Poisson process with intensity ~( y ) = Sp(ylz)X(z)dz_ where a is the emission position of the detected photon in the imagedomain, X is the image intensity, and p(y1~) is the probability of detecting at y a photon emitted zz. The intensity p is assumed to be supported on a bounded set S C Rk.
As is customary we will use the voxelized approximation p(y) = E,"=, p(y1Xj)Xj where X j is the integral of X over the j-th voxel. The general objective is to make inferences about the voxelized intensity {Xj}j based on the set of detected count attributes {y,}!. The quantization rule is typically designed to minimize a function of the average error or distortion between a source E and a quantized source Q(g). The optimal VQ minimizes this distortion over all possible partitions and codebooks over Rk. This minimum distortion can be used to quantify the fundamental tradeoff between performance (distortion) and complexity (rate), giving the so-called rate-distortion curve. For high but finite rate simple asymptotic expressions for the minimum distortion and the asymptotically o p timal VQ have been obtained for many different types of distortion measures such as MSE [lll, weighted MSE [lo], and various detection criteria [5] . A distinguishing feature of the problem considered here is that the domain of the distortion measure is different from the domain of the measurements to which the VQ is applied. In particular, in tomcgraphic reconstruction one is interested in quantizing photon counts in the measurement domain in order to minimize the distortion in an estimate of the image intensity. 
Image Reconstruction
Here one is interested in estimating the intensity parameters 6 = {Xj}j. We can characterize the increase in MSE of an estimator of 6 due to quantization by the trace of the difference between the continuous-and quantizedmeasurement Fisher information Matrix (FIM) of the spatial Poisson process [14], where a, (y) is the probability density of y given the emission occurred in voxel j , arj = s , , aj&)dy, and pr = ss, p(y)dy. ForafixednumberA~ofVQcells{S~}~~,,the search for the VQ which minimizes the loss in trace-FIM is related to A-optimal design in the theory of optimal experiment design [3] . The minimization of the trace difference is also indirectly related to minimization of the Cram&-Rao Bound on the variance of an estimator of 6.
When the number of cells M is large and the corresponding quantization cells are small, and assuming that the density p(ylX) is smooth over the extent of each cell, the difference t&n in (1) can be developed in a Taylor series about 
VQ for Minimum Discrimination Loss
A frequently more relevant metric in medical imaging is performance for a diagnostic task such as lesion detection [ 1, 6] . In this setting the objective is to decide between one of the following hypotheses H O : P ( y ) = Po(y) = P(y)
where p a ( & is a perturbation density reflecting how a lesion or other anomaly manifests changes in the measurements. For simplicity we have omitted the explicit dependence of these densities on A. Here we will focus on the challenging case where e << 1 using the asymptotic analysis technique of Gupta [51 which we summarize below.
The performance of any detection algorithm is characterized by the probabilities of decision error. .For n i.i.d.
measurements {yj}YZl Sanov's theorem specifies the false alann probability 01, and the miss probability Pn for large 
where D(qllp) is the relative entropy (RE) between densities g andp, also known as discrimination and Kullback-Liehler divergence, px is the tilted density, which is the geometric mixture ofpo(g) and P I (E), 
where qm(X) = A' , (1 -A)' if m = 0, 1, respectively, and
Clearly the two losses (m=O,l) both increase in A D and thus choosing a VQ to minimize A D guarantees (for small e) that the Sanov error exponents (5) and (6) will undergo minimum loss. Analogously to our study of the trace of the FIM, a similar asymptotic high rate analysis of AD results in the following expression for the loss in discrimination Again, we can solve for the discrimination-optimal point density by applying Holder's inequality to (9) where dk is a unit normalization constant. This expression can he substituted into (9) to obtain the minimum high rate loss in discrimination AD.
Discrimination Loss for Lattice Quantizer
A lattice quantizer is a suboptimal VQ that has complexity advantages with respect to non-lattice VQ. For a lattice quantizer, the A t codevectors are uniformly spaced over the lattice support domain SL 2 S, resulting in a constant point density <(y) = l/V(SL). Substituting this constant point density into (9) results in an asymptotic high rate discrimination loss of
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Discussion
The expressions (2) and (9) for the high rate loss in FTM and in discrimination, respectively, are similar to the Bennett's integral formula for the high rate MSE distortion [4,11] for recovery of the continuous measurements from their quantized values. In particular; asymptotically the loss falls off at a rate of dt-2/k with a constant term that depends on the measurement distributions, the quantizer cell shape m ( H ) , and point density <(y). It is important to observe that for the trace-FIM and d&imination distortion measures, the rate constant is proportional to the integral of the gradient of the score function associated with estimating 0 in the case of image reconstruction, and for estimating zin the case of detection of an epsilon perturbation. The score function contains the information necessary to discriminate between values of 0. If this function is zero for some region So of the measurement space S then quantization over So is of no value for estimating 0. On the other hand, if the score function is a non-zero constant over So then it suffices to know that y came from So and quantization over S , is again of no d u e . n u s the asymptotic expressions are consistent with intuition that one should only refine the quantization over those regions where the score function is not constant. Table I . Numerical values for the trace of the Fisher information and inverse Fisher information matrices, for three different quantizer point densities, for an M = 150 level quantizer. Third column is the condition number which indicates a virtually singular FIM for the standard MSE optimal quantizer. The total detected counts was set to lo6, with lo3 counts from the lesion, for a perturbation parameter of z = lo@. Figure 3 shows the calculated discrimination for lattice quantized sinogram measurements along with the limiting case for continuous measurements. Figure 4 shows the calculated discrimination loss for lattice quantized sinogram measurements as well as the asymptotic discrimination loss (11). The best-possible discrimination loss for an optimal point-density VQ (10) is also shown for comparison.
Discrimination Loss

Conclusions
This paper has presented a framework for studying the fundamental tradeoff between memory storage complexity and performance for emission tomography. This framework relies on the tools developed in high rate vector quantization theory.
There are several open problems that are worthy of study. One such problem is the implementation of optimal vector quantization strategies for unknown image intensities. A proposed approach using adaptive VQ and the LBG algorithm is discussed in 171. Another issue is how close one may come to attaining predicted distortion limits with a fixed rate lattice quantizer. Finally, the FIM and the Sanov error exponents are large n approximants to reconstruction and detection performance. It would he worthwhile to explore other tractable but non-asymptotic distortion measures.
